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Overview KN Rubber LLC, formed from the merger of National Rubber Technologies Corp. of 
Toronto, Canada and Koneta, Inc. of Wapakoneta, Ohio, is North America’s largest 
vertically integrated manufacturer of engineered industrial and automotive rubber 
and plastic products from both new and recycled materials.  We supply 
approximately 100 million pounds of rubber products annually to our customers 
around the world, including distributors, converters, and OEMs in the automotive, 
industrial, construction, flooring, agricultural, and transportation industries. KN 
Rubber has pioneered many achievements in the development of state-of-the-art 
engineered recycled rubber including our Symar® family of compounds. Our Symar 
masticated rubber offers customers superior durability, performance and versatility 
with the cost advantages of a product manufactured from recycled rubber.

Recycling KN Rubber prides itself on its commitment to the environment.  Using 
environmentally green processes, our Toronto tire recycling plant has the capacity 
to process over 3 million used tires annually as well as industrial scrap from tire 
plants that would otherwise end up in landfill.  KN Rubber has the capability to 
convert approximately 83% of the weight of a used tire into reusable raw materials 
using a proprietary process that separates rubber, steel and fiber. 

Manufacturing KN Rubber operates manufacturing facilities in Toronto and in Wapakoneta, Ohio, 
which process reclaimed rubber crumb and tire cord components to produce 
commercialized value-added materials ranging from basic rubber sheets and mats 
to molded engineered parts such as automotive parts. 

Product Lines Under the Symar® and Nyracord® brands, KN Rubber manufactures a wide variety 
of products for a diverse range of industries: rubber sheets and rolls, mud flaps and
splash guards, Load-Grip® cargo restraint mats, QuietDown® acoustic underlay, 
anti-slip and anti-fatigue matting, and automotive parts utilizing die-cut, injection 
molding and compression molding processes.
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